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1. INTRODUCIION 
A KNOT K in S3 is said to have period r if there exists an orientation preserving homeomor- 
phism/on S3 of period r which preserves K with Fix(f) z S’ and with Fix(/) A K = 0. 
By the positive solution of Smith conjecture,/is a rotation of S3 with unknotted axis Fix(/). 
We can expect that the periodicity of knots should be reflected in various invariants of 
them. Recently, for polynomial invariants, several fruitful results have been established from 
this view point [9, 10, 11. 12, 13, 15. 163. In this paper, we too establish a new criterion for 
the periodicity of knots with their Kauffman polynomials [SJ. It should be noted that this 
new criterion can immediately exclude a possibility of the knot lOis being 3-periodic, 
which cannot be done by any other criteria using the Alexander, Jones, skein and Kauffman 
polynomials found in the other papers. 
The definition of the Kauffman polynomial is given as follows. Let D be a diagram of an 
oriented link L with p components and w(D) the writhe of D. Then, the Kauffman 
polynomial F‘(a, z)~Z[a* ‘, z* ‘1 of L is defined by a-“@) AD(a. z), where AD(a, z) is 
a regular isotopy invariant of diagrams of L with properties; 
A0b.Z) = 1, 
Ah (a, Z) = a A,(4 4, A,., (U,Z)= U-l A&Z), 
Ax b&Z)- A -A (a. Z) = Z( Ax@, Z) - A,((& Z)) 
By A ,(D) and F,(L). we denote the polynomials in a * * defined as the coefficients of z’+ l -Ir 
in A .(a, z) and F,(u, z) respectively. Note that A,(D) = F,(L) = 0 for i < 0. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let r be an odd prime and K an r-periodic knot. Then, 
F,,(K) + (a - a-‘)F,(K) mod r is in Z[af’]. Furthermore, for 1 5 i 5 (r - 3)/2, we huoe 
Fzl_ ,(K) + (a - a-‘)F,,(K) =fi.(u - a-‘)F,,(K) mod r, 
F,,(K) + (a - u-‘)Fz,+ ,(K) 3 0 mod r, 
where fi, I s i 5 (r - 3)/2, ure appropriate integers. 
Taking the polynomial (1 + (a - u- ‘)z-‘)FX(u, z) instead of FK(u, z), we will notice 
what Main Theorem implies. Here, we present an example . Let K be a 5-periodic knot 
made up with 5 copies of the following tangle. 
Then, 
F,(K) = 7a-’ - 18 + 
F,(K) = ta-’ - 2a + 
F,(K) = 56a-’ - 202 
22a2 - I5a4 + 5a6, 
1ou5 - ISa’ + 5u9, 
+ 301~’ - 245~~ + 95d + 1Oa8 - 15a’O 
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Fig. 1. 
and 
F,(K) =7&l-’ - 181~ + 1SSa3 - 5~’ - 95a’ + 45ag + 5a”. 
So. we have 
(a-a- ‘)Fo(zq = 2a3 - 2u-’ mod 5, 
F,(K) + (a - a -‘)F,(K) = 1 mod5, 
F,(K) + (a - a-‘)F,(K) E a3 - us3 mod5, 
F,(K) + (a - a -‘)F,(K) = 0 mod 5. 
The proof of Main Theorem will be given in Section 6. The essential part of the proof of 
Main Theorem is to detect the Kauffman polynomial of torus knots and links. To do this in 
Sections 4 and 5, we shall prepare some remarkable results from the view point of 
representation theory in Sections 2 and 3. 
2. BRAUER’S ALGEBRA 
We will first define Brauer’s algebras [2, 143 D,(x) over C, where x is a complex but not 
an integer. For n > 0. a linear basis of D,(x) is given by graphs with n edges and 2n vertices, 
arranged in 2 lines of n vertices each. In these graphs, each edge belongs to exactly 2 vertices 
and each vertex belongs to exactly one edge. So the dimension of D.(x) is l-3.5 . . . 
(2n - 1). Then, the product Sq of 2 graphs 5 and q is defined similarly as with braids. When 
[q produces closed components, define <q = x*C. where d is the number of closed compon- 
ents and { denote this graph without closed components. It is clear that this algebra is 
generated by graphs given as follows. 
We now describe the structure of D,(x). Let r. denote the set of all Young diagrams with 
k 5 n nodes such that k 2 0 and n - k is even. 
THEOREM 2.1[ 143. The ulgebru D,(x) is semisimple. It decomposes into u direct sum offull 
matrix algebras Dn,lr where 1 E r.. 
To see this graphically, we prepare several notations. Let v be the greatest integer which 
does not exceed n/2. For 0 zz i s v, we define pm,, as a subalgebra of D.(x) generated by 
graphs with k 2 2i horizontal edges, where we call an edge horizontal if it joins 2 vertices in 
the same row. Then, it follows 
V”*O 1 V”., 3 *** ZJ V”,, . 
So, we define V,,, = rJv”.,+, for 0 5 i 5 v - 1 and I’.,, = r I.“. Since D.(x) is semisimple, 
each canonical projection n..,: pm., + V,., splits, and we have 
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Fig. 2. 
Note that each V,., nas a linear basis given by graphs with 2i horizontal edges. We denote 
the set of all graphs with 2i horizontal edges by 9”~. Unfortunately, V,., are still non-simple. 
In fact, from the construction of Dnvl in [14], we can observe 
V n.i 2 @~cr\,_n Da.1 9 
where we denote by A,_ 21 c I-. the set of Young diagrams with n - 2i nodes. Hence we now 
study the structure of each V..l. 
For graphs C, ‘~cQ~J. we say ( is left equivalent or right equivalent to 1 if horizontal 
edges joining vertices in the lower or upper row of ( are arranged in the same manner as 
ones in q respectively and we say ( is equivalent o q if < is left and right equivalent o ‘I. For 
example, the following two graphs are left equivalent but not equivalent. 
It is clear that the number of left equivalence classes in 9?.., equals 
NH.1 = 
I 
1 if i = 0, 
(;)(“;‘) ..- (“-2:+*)/i! if i # 0 
and the number of equivalence classes of 9”,, equals N,$. Let Q,,,, 0 5 j, k 5 N,,,, denote 
the equivalence classes of 9~.,~ with all the elements in 6,,, US,,, u .a. UU’,,~, left 
equivalent. Then the elements of each ls,,, are in one to one correspondence with ones of 
S._21. Hence we identify the vector space E,,, over C generated by J,I.L with CS,_ *, . Let 
EJAA and F,A.A be subspaces of E,., which are identified with simple and irreducible 
components of CS,_ *, corresponding to I E A,, _ 21 and we define 
En.1 = K,I ( 1 E,.t.i) 3 
1 rJ.kSN..r 
Fn.1 = ‘h( 1 
I s k 5 N,.r 
6.k.A). 
Then, a graphical observation reveals that each En,, is a simple D,(x) module, that is, 
V”,, = G3 E As&,-m n.A 
Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. 
and an irreducible component of E,,1 is given by F,,l. Counting dimensions, we can observe 
&,.A = 6,~. Let JIma1 denote the irreducible character of D,,(x) corresponding to EmSA z D,,A. 
We will later need the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose m and n are relatively prime. Then, we have 
( - l)y if AE A, is of the jorm as in Fig. 4, 
1(1.,1((9192 . * . 9,-l)“) = 1 i/ n is even and AE AO, 
0 otherwise. 
Proof: Note that the irreducible representation of (gig2 . . . gn_,)m corresponding to 
IE f, can be constructed from the action of (g,g2 . . . g._ L)m on the vector space FamA. Let 
.%I.1 denote a basis of F ,.L.A for A E A.- 2,. Then, a basis of FmaA is given by 
and YLSA n 91,A = 0 if k # 1. Furthermore, if UE~~J, then u is represented as a linear 
combination of graphs in Bl,t. Therefore, from a graphical observation, it is not so difficult 
to check (g,g2 . . . g._ I)mu is not in Fk.* if i # 0 or n - 2i # 0. In this case, diagonal 
elements in the representation matrix are all zeroes, and so J1.,J(g1g2 . . . g._ r)“‘) = 0. 
Suppose n - 2i = 0, that is, RE I\,,. We note that each 9,,r consists of an element, say 
LJ~, and we can also observe there uniquely exists k’, 1 5 k’ s N,, such that 
(81tIz * * * g._t)muke = uks and (g1g2 . . . gn_l)muk is not in 9k,1 if k # k’. Hence we 
have Il/..J(s1g2 . . . g.- I)m) = 1. We now suppose i = 0, that is, 1~ A,. Then, each $..A 
coincides with the irreducible character of CS, corresponding to LEA,. Thus, we have 
Proposition 2.2. Cl 
3. BIRMAN-WENZLMURAKAMI ALGEBRA 
We now introduce the Birman-Wenzl-Murakami algebra [l, S] CJa, 4). Let a and q be 
non-zero complex numbers. We suppose q is not a root of unity. Then, for an integer n 2 2, 
Cn(ar q) is defined as an algebra over C with generators; 
~,T:‘,T:’ ,..., T,~_~~,E~,ET ,..., E._~ 
and relations; 
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TiTj = TjTi, &i5j = Ej’ir wj = &pit if Ii - jl > 1, 
-1 Ti5i = z;lz* = 1, fi&i = &tTl = ( - a*q)-‘si, 
Ti - 5; ’ = (4 - q-I)(1 - Ei). 
THEOREM 3.1[1]. The algebra C,(a,q) is semisimple. It decomposes into a direct sum of 
full matrix algebras which are parametrized by I-.. By replacing JT for a and sending 
q to 1, the algebra C,(a,q) coincides wirh Brauer’s algebra D,(x). 
Let pm,2 denote the irreducible representation of C.(a, q) corresponding to 1 E r., which 
is explicitly given in [8]. To describe the dimension of pn,l and the determinant Of pm.i(ri), we 
introduce the notion “path” between Young diagrams. For 2, po r., a sequence of Young 
diagrams L = vO, vi, . . . , vf = p is called a path of order f from 1 to p if every vi+ 1 is 
obtained from Vi by removing or adding one node. Then, from the definition [8], the 
dimension d,(l) of p.,r equals the number of paths of order n from 1 to FE AO. By u.(A), o.(n) 
and w.(1). we denote the numbers of paths of order n -2from,ltom,to andtop(E& 
respectively. Clearly, B 
d,(l) = u,(A) + G) + w.(l). 
We begin with the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The determinant of p.,A(z,) is gioen by 
A,(l) = ( _ l)v.(A)qU.(dk-V.(~)( _ a*q)-‘““‘l’, 
Proof All the T,‘S are conjugate in C,(a,q), which means that all the p,,l(rJs have the 
same determinant. So it suffices to calculate the determinant of p.,r(rl). From the definition 
[8], the matrix ~..~(r,) is diagonal and its diagonal elements consist of q, - q-l 
and - a-*q-l with multiplicities u.(i), u.(J) and w,(A) respectively. Hence we have 
Proposition 3.2. cl 
We can evaluate u.(J). u.(1) and w,(A) for certain 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. For IE A. of Fig. 4. we hue u,(A) = (“a’!; ‘), u.(A) = (P:l; ‘). w,(A) = 0 
and hence d,(l) = (b:Y). For IEAO, we hue u.(l) = u.(A), w.(l) = (“j*) (“;4). . . ($)/(v - l)! 
and d,(A) = (1) (“;*) . . . ($)/v!, where n = 2v. 
Proof We prove the last 2 equalities, Suppose IEA,. Note that Theorem 3.1 implies 
that d,(A) coincides with the dimension N,,, of F,J. Furthermore, from the definition, the 
equality w.(1) = dn_2(.J.) is obvious. Hence we can deduce Proposition 3.3. cl 
Let x,,~ denote the character of pmer. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. ~.,~((r, z2 . . . rr _ I)mn) = d,(A)A,(l)m“(n- l)‘dn(‘t. In particular, for 1 E A. 
of Fig. 4, we have x..J(r1z2 . . . r,_,)“‘“) = (8:v)q(b-y)mn. 
Proof As (7,~~ . . . T~_~)~” is in the center of C.(a, q) and P.,~ is an irreducible 
representation, P.,~((T,~~ . . . T”- I)m) is scalar. Proposition 3.4 now follows from Proposi- 
tions 3.2 and 3.3. cl 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose m and n are relatively prime. Then we have 
if 1~ A,, is of the form as in Fig. 4, 
XnA~1~2 . . . if n is even and A E AO, 
otherwise. 
Prooj As &(rirz . . . 5,- 1)““) is scalar, p&f 1 ~~ . . . T,_ ,)m) is diagonalizable. If we 
diagonalize it, the diagonal elements must be of the form; 
wa.*(q U”(i) - V.(A) (- a*q) ) - w,(l) mfn - 1 )/d.(l) 1 
where OA.~, 01.2, . . . , wd.d.(1) are roots of unity. By Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, we 
can observe 
I(l”AS192 . . * &- 11~) = wd.1 + WA.2 + . . . + w&d.(d)* 
Now, Proposition 3.5 follows from Propositions 2.2 and 3.3. 0 
Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 have a connection with the Kauffman polynomial of torus 
knots and links via the character formula of this polynomial established by J. Murakami, 
which we now describe. Let B, denote the n-string braid group with standard generators cf 
and rp,: CB, -+ C.(a, q) an algebra homomorphism defined by ~,,(a,) = q. For <E B,, its 
closure e represents an oriented link L in S’. Let IIE I-. be a Young diagram with 1, nodes in 
its i-th row and with 1, nodes in its j-th column. Then, we define 
where 
and 
[&I = qk - 4-L. [k; m] = amqk - asmysk 
1 




nf:,[I., + L, - i -j + 2;2] 
THEOREM 3.6[8]. Let e denote the exponent sum of {E B,. Then, 
FL( - a*aCll) = ( - 1IY - ~*q)-’ c1l y:1.23 c G*X..Ah(m 
1 Ad-. 
Example 3.7. The trivial n-component link 0” is represented as the closure of 1 E B,. 
Hence we have 
El1 
f’04 - a*d11) = ( - 0” c1l _ c1;2l & GA(4. 
It seems so complicated to calculate GA. However we have 
THE 
PROPOSITION 3.8. 
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GA = nl- -Ji + 1;21 n!=-,[i + 1;2] 
CPl!CYl!C~l - [p-J!p!]!cB - y + 1;2] ’ 
where Cm]! stands fir [1] [Z] . . . [m]. 
Proo/: Note that 1, = y + 1. From the definition, we have 
Thus, Proposition 3.8 follows immediately. We omit details. cl 
Now, we can explicitly write down the Kauffman polynomial of torus knots. 
THEOREM 3.9. Ler K be the (m, n) torus knot, where m and n are relatively prime and n is 
positive. Then we have 
( - ‘)“( - qzq)m(n- I) “I ;l;1’21 FK( _ a2q,[‘]) 
= E(m,n) - Z(m,n) + 
0 i/ n is odd, 
( - a*q)-” i/ n is even, 
where 
Vm,n) = C l-I:- 7ci + 1;21 ( _ l)Yq’&9-Y,” 
b+y+l-n IA! Cyl! Cnl 
and 
Z(m,n) = 1 I-If- -7ci + I;21 
#9+y+ 1-r lKl!CYl!CB - Y + k21 
( _ l)Yq’#-Y’” 
Prooj: As K is represented as the closure of (a, c2 . . . on_ t)m, Theorem 3.9 follows from 
Proposition 3.5, Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 3.8. cl 
This result is analogous to Jones’ result concerning the skein polynomial [3] of torus 
knots, that is, 
THEOREM 3.10 [4]. Under Ihe same assumption as in Theorem 3.9, 
px((~q)“2,q”2 _ q-l/2) = A’“- lb- I)/* 1-q 
(1 - Aq)(l - 4”) 
x,+7T, “( - ‘)dqflm+7(r+‘)/* I-$ -Ad - h) 
w ~L-lc* - d)n:-*(l - 4’)’ 
where P,(v,z)~Z[v*‘, z*’ ] is rhe skein polynomial oj K. 
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In Theorem 3.10, we substitute z-*q-* and q2 forl and q respectively. Then, we have 
&((x2q)-',[l]) = (X2q)--)‘“-‘) Ellq 
[l;2]a-2q-'[n]4" 
x,+y~, “( - *Y?12un+~y+‘)( _ *~~~~y~~~~2~~~~;,~~~,~~l, 
P . . 
= [ l](a2q)-m’“-1i n?= -I[i + 1;2] 
Cl; 21 s+7:I_. M![-]![n] ( - l)Yq(b-y’“. 
Therefore we have 
PROPOSITION 3.11. 
Cl;21 
Z(m.n) = (a2q)m(r-1)- c11 Pdb2q)-‘IC11). 
If m = f 1, then K is trivial and Px(u,z) = F&z) = 1. Using Theorem 3.9 and 
Proposition 3.11, we can deduce the following 2 equalities which we will use later. 
COROLLARY 3.12. 
Cl;21 
X( f 1,n) = (a2q)*(n-1)m. 
COROLLARY 3.13. 
(a24 f(n-1) z2( f 1,n) = if n is odd, 
(a2q)*‘“-” - (a2q)T l i/ n is men. 
4. TORUS LINKS 
Suppose r be an odd prime. In this section, we detect the Kauffman polynomial of the 
(r, nr) torus link L, for n 2 1. Note that L, can be represented as the closure of 
(0162 . . . a,-l)“‘EB,. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. [l-J’- * (F&, [ 11) - u-~~(‘- I) F&J, Cl])) should be (I polynomial in 
Z[af’, q * ‘1 of rhe form; 
R,(w) Rz@vq) ~ - (* - Q, Ql(a.4 + r Q&w)' 
where RI. RI. Q,, Q2 ure in Z[( - u)*“~, qk’j2 ] and neither QI (a, 1) nor Q2(u, 1) is divisible 
by r. 
Proofi From Proposition 3.3, Theorem 3.6 and Example 3.7, we have 
Cl]‘-‘(FLI( - a’q,[l]) - ( - a2q)-“‘(‘-‘)For( - a2q,[1])) 
= _ ( _ a2q)-w- 1) (Cl] - [1;2])-’ x Cl]’ 1 G,d,(1)(A,(d)““‘- ‘v~,(‘) - 1). 
tir, 
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We divide the summation in the right hand side into two parts. Let A; denote the set of all 
Young diagrams of the form in Fig. 4, where fi + y + 1 = r. 
Claim 4.2. [I]’ x,,,, G,d,(i)(A$.)“““-” - 1) is of the form; 
where R;, Q’, are in Z[z*‘, q* '1 and Q;(x, I) is not divisible by r. 
Proof of Claim 4.2. Let 1* E A; denote i of Fig. 4 with y and f3 are exchanged. If y = fl, the 
contribution of 1 in the summation is 0. Hence we suppose y > /I. Then, the contribution of 
A and I* is 
( l]‘(G1d,@)(A,(,l)““‘- ) - 1) + G; d,(,l*)(A,(d*)nr”- *’ - 1)) 
= (P - y)n’ - 1) fl!= -,Ci + 1; 23 + (q'y-B'n' - l)fll_ _#[i + 1;2] 
C71! cm Fl 
_ C11(48-y’“’ - l)na= _y[i + 1;2] [l](q’y-8’“’ - l)ni_ _#[i + 1;2] 
- culxmP - Y + 1;2] mx8l!cY - p + 1;2] ’ 
where 
[cl] = 44m_;_ym. 
Note that /I - y is even and q*c~-y)"r - 1 is divisible by [r]. Hence, to prove Claim 4.2, it is 
sufficient to show 
h [i + 1; 21 - q'y-p'"' fi [i + 1;2] s 0 mod 1 - q'. 
I--y r--fl 
In fact, the left hand side can be modified as 
,fiICi+ 1:21( jb’li + 1;2] - fi [i + 1;2]) mod 1 - q’ 
Y i-/J+1 
= ,fi@[i + 1;2](-fi’[r + i + 1;2] - Jh,v + k21) mod 1 - qr 
1=-y 
=,fib[i+l;2]( fi [i+1;2]- fi [i+1:21)=0 mod 1 - q'. 
I=@+1 1=f9+1 
Therefore we have Claim 4.2. 




where R;, Q; are in Z[z*‘, q*'] and Q;(a, 1) is not divisible by r. 
0 
ProoJof Claim 4.3. If A$ A,, then d,(l) is divisible by N,,{ for appropriate i # 0 and if 
i # 0, N,.I is divisible by r. Hence d,(A) is also divisible by r. If 1 E A, and #A;, we can observe 
d,(L) is also divisible by r using the hook length formula [4]. These observations enable us to 
establish Claim 4.3. Cl 
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Now, Proposition 4.1 follows from Claims 4.2 and 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.4. For 0 s i 5 r - 1, Fi(Lm) E CI-“‘(‘-” F,(O’) mod r. Since 
FoF = (1 + (a - a-‘)~-‘)‘-‘, 
itjdlows that (a - a-‘)F,,(t,) is in Z[r, a*7 and 
Fi(L,) + (a - U-‘)F~+~(L,,) E 0 mod r 
for 0 5 i I; r - 2. 
Proof: Proposition 4.1 implies 
iFo (Fi(L) - 0 -““‘-“F,(O’))[l]’ = (1 - <)a + r $J$, 
, , 
When we differentiate both sides with respect o q for i times, 0 s i s r - 1, and send q to 1, 
the right hand side always vanishes modulo r and the left hand side becomes a linear 
combination of F&L,) - u-“‘(‘-” Fo (07, F,(L,) - u-“+- ‘) F,(O’), . . . , 
F,(L,) _ a-“‘(‘- 1) F,(C)‘). Thus, we can prove Lemma 4.4 inductively. cl 
5. TORUS KNOlS 
Let T, denote the (r, nr + k) torus knots, where we suppose r is an odd prime and 
lSk<r- 1. In this section, we compute the Kauffman polynomial of T.. Let us begin 
with the case n = 0 as a special one. By Theorem 3.9, we have 
PROPOSITION 5.1. 
(- l)‘( - .2q)“k-1’c11 ;l;1’21 F,,( - a2q,[1]) 
= X(r, k) - r(r, k) + 
0 if k is odd, 
( - a2q)_’ if k is even. 
We prepare 2 identities. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. 
Ck 2kl 
X(O,k) = -. 
WI 
Proo/: We can directly check that Proposition 5.2 holds for k = 1,2. On the other hand, 
we have 
[k]((q’-’ + q-‘+‘)X(O,k) - X(1.k) - X( - 1.k)) 
= c I-E- 7ci + k21( _ l)‘[*[v] 
$+7+1-k ImCrl! 
=- 
[B - l]![y - l]! 
( - l)‘_‘U + 1;2][ - y + 1;2] 
8+7+1-k 
= [k - 2]((qk-l + q -k+‘)X(O,k - 2) - a*q2E(l,k - 2) - as4qm2C( - 1,k - 2)) 
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1 f k is odd, 
0 if k is even. 
Proof It is easy to check that Proposition 5.3 holds for k = 1,2. As in Proposition 5.2, 
(g-l + q-‘+‘)Z(O,k) - E(l,k) - E( - 1,k) 
= (qk-’ + q-k+l)E(O,k - 2) - a*q’E(l,k - 2) - aW4q-*E( - 1,k - 2). 
Using Corollary 3.13, we have z(O,k) = I?(O,k - 2). Now, Proposition 5.3 follows induct- 
ively. cl 
Using these identities, we can prove 
PROPOSITION 5.4. 
[GJd’k-i)([l] + 4 - a-‘)F&,[l]) 
uk 
S 
- u-’ + [k-J mod(1 - #)/(I -4) [J k is odd, 
uk - a -’ + [k]u-’ mod(1 - q’)/(l - q) ij k is even. 
Prooj From Propositions 5.1.5.2 and 5.3, the difference between the left and right hand 
sides with u = - a*q equals 
Ckl(W,k) - WW - CU@hk) - ~W4. 
and should be a polynomial in Z[a* ‘, q * ‘1 divisible by (1 - q’)/( 1 - q) because 
Z(r,k) - X(O,k) = c n;-&!;,;L;;21 ( - l)Y(q(b-y” - 1) 
@+y+l-k . . 
and 
r(r,k) - Z(0.k) = C 
flf- -Ji + 1;2] 
/J+y+l-k [bl!bl![B - Y + k21 
( - 1)‘(q’8 -e - 1) 
This proves Proposition 5.4. 
The following implies Main Theorem holds for 7’,,. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. 
F,(Td + t” - u-‘)F,(Td = 
-‘(k-1) mod r i/k is odd, I-,k mod r ij k is even. 
cl 
Furthermore, for 1 5 i s (r - 3)/2, we have 
F21-1(TO) + (a - a-‘)F*,(T,,) z/1-(0 - a-‘)Fo(To) mod r, 
F2,(TO) + (a - a-‘)F,,+,(T,,) = 0 mod r, 
wheref,, 1 si i 5 (r - 3)/2, are uppropriute integers. 
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Proof By proposition 5.4, we have 
[L]cffk-“(u - u_‘)Fo(To) - uk + a-& 
[&‘(k-“(F,-JTo) + (a - a-‘)Fr(Ta) - ~-‘~~-‘~)[l] if k is odd 
+ [E]C+“(F,(T,) + (a - a_‘)Fr(Ta) - a-‘k)[l] if k is even 
+ ,&j,,k- ‘I -‘)Fi(Ta))[l]’ 3 0 mod (1 - Q)/(l - 4). 
When we differentiate both sides with respect to q for i times, 1 5 i s r - 2, and send q to 1, 
the right hand side always vanishes modulo r and the left hand side becomes a linear 
combination of d’k-l’(a - a-‘)F,,(~,), 
d(k-l)(F,,(TO) + (a - u-~)F~(T,J - u-‘~~-‘)) if k is odd, 
6’k-“(Fo(7-a) + (a - a-‘)Fr(To) - a-“) if k is even, 
U “k-l)(F,(T,,) + (a - a-‘)F,(T& . . . ,u”‘-~)(F,_~(T~) + (a - a-‘)F,(re)). Furthermore, 
from the property of the Kauffman polynomial [S], we can observe every term is an odd 
power of a in F,,_ ,(T,,) + (a - u-‘)F~~(~,) and is an even power of u in 
F,,(TIJ) + (a - u -‘)Ft,+ *(To) for 1 I; j 5 (r - 3)/2. Hence they cannot cancel each other. 
Thus, we can prove Proposition 5.5 inductively. cl 
Now, let us consider n = - 1 as another special case. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. 
F,(T_,) + (a - U_‘)F,(T_‘) E 
&k - r’ mod r if k is o&l, 
U '(lr-'-‘) mod r if k is even. 
Furthermore, for 1 5 i s (r - 3)/2, we have 
Fz,_,(T_,) + (a - a-‘)FL,(T_,) =/(*(a - a-‘)FO(T_,) mod r, 
F2,(T_,) + (a - u-‘)F~,+~(T_~) z 0 mod r, 
whereA, 1 5 i I; (r - 3)/2, are same integers us in Proposition 5.5. 
Proof: Let To+ denote the (r, r - k) torus knot. As in the proof of Proposition 5.5, 
Cr : k]&‘-‘- 1) (a - a-‘)F,,(T,) - a’-’ + u’-~ 
[r - k]u”‘-k-“(F,(T,,) + (a - a-*)Fl(To) - ~-‘(‘-~-“)[l] if k is even 
[r - k]u”‘-k-“(Fo(T,,) + (a - a-‘)FI(TO) - u-“‘-“)[I] if k is odd 
+ [,. z k-J&‘-‘- ‘1 ,&(L(T,) + (a - a-‘)FiVo))Cll’ 
is divisible by (1 - q’)/(l - q). Therefore we have 
F,(TZ) + (a - a-‘V-‘U-i’) = 
u-r’r-k- 1) mod r if k is even, 
u_.(,_k, 
mod r if k is odd 
and 
Fll_,(TO+) + (a - a-‘)F,,(T,*) ~:/l*(u - a-‘)Fo(To+) mod r, 
Fli(T$) + (U - U -1)F21+L(T$) G 0 mod r 
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for 1 5 i 5 (r - 3)/t, where fi, 1 < i 5 (r - 3)/2 are same integers as in Proposition 5.5 
because [r = k] 3 - [g] mod (1 - q’)/(l - 4). Note that T- 1 is the mirror image of 
T$ and so Fr_ I (a, 2) = FT;(a-‘, - z) [S]. Hence we have Proposition 5.6. cl 
Furthermore, we have 
PROPOSITION 5.7. The polynomial; 
d”-“F r.,,(a,Cll) - 2F,AMl) + a -*‘-l’F~Jar Cl11 
is divisible by [i] and so, for 0 5 i 5 r - 2, we have 
u+~)F,(T,+,) - 2F,(T,) + u-~(‘-~)F~(T,-~) = 0 mod r. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.9, Fr,( - a*q,[l]) equals 
_ ( _ a*q)-(n’+“‘r-‘) c13 Ffle2, (Z(nr + k,r) - Z(nr + k,r)). 
, 
Hence, the polynomial in Proposition 5.7 with a = - a*q equals 
_ ( _ a2q)-(.r+kw 1) 
[,, ;fIe2, (Wr + kr) - E(nr + kM=l* 
9 
and should be divisible by [rl. Thus, we have Proposition 5.7. cl 
We close this section with the following 2 lemmas. By Propositions 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7, we 
have 
LEMMA 5.8. Main Theorem holdsfor torus knots T,,, wheref;, 1 I; i 5; (r - 3)/2, are same 
integers as in Proposition 5.5. 
Let T,+ denote the (r,(n + l)r - k) torus knot. Similarly, we can prove 
LEMMA 5.9. Main Theorem holds for torus knots T,+, where/l, 1 5 i 5 (r - 3)/2, are same 
integers as in Proposition 5.5. 
6. REDUCTION TO TORUS KNOTS AND LINKS 
The arguments used here are based on Traczyk and so we shall follow the proofs briefly. 
For details, see [12, 13, 163. 
LEMMA 6. I. Let D be an oriented, r-component, r-periodic link diagram with no component 
invariant under the periodic map. Then, (a - a -‘) A ,,(D) mod r is in Z[a *‘]. Furthermore, for 
0 s i I; r - 2. we have 
h,(D)+(a-a-‘) A,+~(D) 3 0 mod r. 
Proof Let D, , D-, D,, and D, be r-periodic diagrams obtained from D by replacing all 
the crossings in an orbit by tangles in Fig. 5 respectively. In particular, we say D+ or D- is 
obtained from D_ or D, by a periodic reduction respectively. As in [IO], we have 
A D,(V) - A D_ (a,~) = f( A &I,z) - A D,(U,Z)) mod r. 
From the assumption of D, we can easily observe that the number of components of Do, 
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denoted by p(De), is 2 or 2r. If p(D,,) = 2, then the number of components of D,, denoted by 
p(I),), is also 2 and so 
h,(D+)- h((D_)=O modr 
forOI;iI;r- 1. If p(DO) = 2r, then p(D,) is still r and we have 
Am- h,(D_)= A,(D,-J mod r 
forO<i<r- 1. 
Case 1. D is a closed nr braid. 
We prove Lemma 6.1 by induction on n. Suppose D is represented as the closure of a’, 
where aED,,,. From the assumption of D. a must represent an nr cycle, where we regard 
aEB,, as an element of S,, naturally, and so a sequence of periodic reductions reduces 
D into a diagram of the (r,nr) torus link. Therefore, to prove Main Theorem, it suffices to 
show that Lemma 6.1 holds for D + if and only if it does for D_ by Lemma 4.4 because both 
w(D+ ) and w(D_) are divisible by r. Ifp(De) = 2, this clearly holds. We suppose p(D,,) = 2r. 
Then, our assertion is true if Lemma 6.1 holds for D,,. So we check A *(Do) for 0 5 i 5 r - 1. 
Note that Do consists of two link diagrams, say DI, D2, satisfying the assumption of Lemma 
6.1. Let DO+, Do, 08 and Dz denote diagrams obtained from D,, by replacing all crossings in 
the orbit of a crossing between D, and D2 by tangles in Fig. 5 respectively. Then, the 
numbers of components of Dz and 0; should be r simultaneously and we have 
A ,(Dz ) - A ,(DO ) z 0 mod r for 0 < i 5 r - 1. This implies A ,(DO) E A l(DI u DJ mod 
rforO<isr- 1, where D, u D2 means a disjoint union of D, and D2. Thus, it suffices to 
show that Lemma 6.1 holds for DI u D2. Since 
A~,u&rr)=(t +(a -~-‘)Z-‘)A~,(~,z)Ao,(a,z), 
we have A O(DI u D2) = (a - a-‘) A ,,(D1) A o(Dz) and 
1-I 
A~(DI ub) = 1 A@I)A,-,-,(&) + b - a-‘,i A,(&)A~-,@‘~ 
I-0 I-0 
l-l 
=,x0 A,@,)( A,-,-I + (0 - a-‘)+-,(&)) + (0 - ~-‘)A,@‘,)Ao(Dz). 
I 
Using the induction hypothesis, we have (a - a-‘) A o(D, u D2) mod r is in Z[a*‘] and 
~,(D,uD~)z((a - ~I-')A,(D,)A~(D~) mod r. 
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Consequently, we have 
hi(D~UD~)+(U-Ua-‘)A\+,(D,UD*) 
I (a - a -‘)A~(D~)(A~(D~)+(u-_~‘)A~+~(D~))~O modr 
for 0 I i s; r - 2. Therefore Lemma 6.1 holds for D t v Dz . 
Case 2. Otherwise. 
If D has no crossing point, then A ,(a,~) = (1 + (a - a-‘)~- ‘)‘- ’ and hence Lemma 6.1 
clearly holds. Now, as in [12, 13, 161, induction on the number of crossings in D reduces this 
case into the previous case and this completes the proof of Lemma 6.1. cl 
LEMMA 6.2. Let K be an r-periodic knot and k the mod r linking number of K and the axis 
of rotation. Take an r-periodic diagram D of K. Then, A 0(D) + (a - a-‘) A ,(D) mod r is in 
Z[a*‘]. Furthermore,for 1 i; i I (r - 3)/2, KV hare 
A~~_,(D)+(u-U~‘)A~~(D)=~~(~-~-‘)A~(D) modr, 
A~,(D)+(~-~~‘)A~~+~(D)sO modr, 
wheref;, 1 5 i 5 (r - 3)/2, are same integers as in Proposition 5.5. 
Proof of Lemma 6.2. Let D + , D _ , Do and D, be as in Lemma 6. I. We can now observe 
p(DO) = 2 or r + 1. If p(D,) = 2, then p(Dm) should be 1 or r. If p(D,,) = r + 1, then ~(0,) 
should be 1. Consequently, as in Lemma 6.1, we have 
0 if p(DO) = 2 and p(D,) = 1, 
A ,(D+ ) - A ,(D-) = hl_,(Dm) if p(DO) = 2 and p(D,) = r 
A r(D,) if p(D,J = r + 1. 
Case 1. Deis a closed nr + k braid, where we suppose 1 5 k 5 r - 1. 
We prove Lemma 6.2 by induction on n. As in Lemma 6.1, a sequence of periodic 
reductions reduces D into a diagram of the (r, nr + k) torus knot and so it suffices to show 
that Lemma 6.2 holds for D + if and only if it does for D _ because of Lemmas 5.8 and 5.9. If 
p(D,) = 2 and ~(0,) = 1. it is obvious. We suppose p(DO) = 2 and p(D,) = r. In this case, 
we should note that D, satisfies the assumption of Lemma 6.1 and so 
(AdD+)+(O-aa-‘) A,+,(D+))-(A,(D-)+(~---‘)A(+~(D-)) 
s A,_~(D~) + (a - ~-‘)A,(D~) mod r 
for - 1 < i 5 r - 3. Thus Lemma 6.1 guarantees our assertion is also true in this case. We 
now suppose p(DO) = r + 1 and note that D,, consists of an r-periodic knot diagram D’ and 
an r-component link diagram D” satisfying the assumption of Lemma 6.1. Let DO+, Do, 
08 and D; denote the diagrams obtained from Do by replacing all crossings in an orbit 
between D’ and D” by tangles in Fig. 5 respectively. Then, the numbers of components of 
0: and D$ should be 1 simultaneously. So, it follows A ,(DG) = A,(D;) and 
A i(DO) E A ,(D’ u D”) mod r for 0 5 i 5 r - 2. As in Lemma 6.1, we have 
A*(D+)- h,(D_)z A,(D’uD”)G((o-u~‘)A,,(D”)A,(D’) modr 
TU’ 32:2-6 
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(hi(~+)+(4--a-‘)Ai+l(~+))-(Ai(D-)+(~--O-1)Al+l(~-)) 
E (0 - a-‘) A o(D”)( A i(D’) + (U - a-‘) A i+ I) mod r. 
Thus, Lemma 6.1 and the induction hypothesis guarantee our assertion in this case and so 
Lemma 6.2 holds in Case 1. 
Case 2. Otherwise. 
As in Lemma 6.1, induction on the number of crossings in D reduces D into the previous 
case. Now, we complete the proof of Lemma 6.2. 0 
Proo~of Main Theorem. In Lemma 6.2, w(D) is divisible by r. Thus, Main Theorem 
immediately follows from Lemma 6.2. 0 
Acknowledgement--l would like to thank Professor S. Suzuki for his valuable suggestions. 
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